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Who would you call if you found out that your job was being eliminated?
Is there someone in whom you could confide if your marriage was having problems?
Who would you talk to if your son or daughter were in trouble?
If a serious health problem or accident disabled you, who would be there?
Most men cite their wives as the most common person they talk to when a problem
occurs, although many women wish their husbands had a close male friend on whom they
could rely as well.
Men often have guy friends with whom they talk business or sports, play golf or tennis or
show off their newest gadget, but they do not have a close friend they could tell anything.
Showing feelings, exposing shortcomings, admitting faults or revealing insecurities are
considered weaknesses by many men. As men, we hide these realities and hope no one
notices. This denial of ourselves causes us to fall prey to the imposter phenomenon,
believing that “if anyone fully knew the real me, they wouldn’t like me.”
This misassumption could not be farther from the truth. Even research indicates that a
person who voluntarily reveals a genuine shortcoming about themselves is viewed by
others as more credible and personable. There are not many things more affirming than to
realize that some other guy knows all about me, and we’re still great friends. Most
women have enjoyed the benefits of this profound insight for many years, which is why
they often have such close relationships with their female friends.
Men try to gain friendships by competing, excelling and being the best at something as if
performance merits acceptance by their peers. While performance may warrant respect, it
does not guarantee closeness to another person. Men have to open up, take some risks
and let another guy get to know who they really are including the good, the bad and the
ugly, and then the opportunity for a true friendship can be forged.
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